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an mich

Hi again Herbert,

I’ve added answers in-line.

- how many people participated?
The evaluation specialist is still crunching the numbers. Official numbers will come out when we 
release the evaluation report but so far it looks like around 2,000 people attended the virtual event 
and over 1,000 were expected to have attended a local event. These numbers are not yet public and 
so are not citable at this point, but they will be when the evaluation comes out. You can discuss 
these numbers informally but please don’t publish them until the report is public.
- there were some globally distributed in-person events; how many exactly? How many in Europe 
and where?
See the listed in-person events around the world here. There were likely a small number more 
where organizers didn’t put the information on the page.
- Wikistories: a new way to share knowledge; can you give me some best-practice examples?
Bonaventura Aditya Perdana from the Foundation is happy to discuss Wikistories with you in depth.
He said to email him: baperdana-ctr@wikimedia.org
- WikiLearn: an online learning and skill development platform; can you give me some-best 
practice examples?
Asaf Bartov and the Community Development team are happy to discuss WikiLearn with you: 
comdevteam@wikimedia.org
- Why does the WMF recommend the Montserrat font? How do I get it for Libre Office?
We recommend Montserrat font because it is highly legible (even at small sizes), works across 
several script styles (including Cryllic), and is OPEN LICENSED so it's free for anyone to 
download and use. They can download the font to use in LibreOffice here -> 
https://fonts.google.com/specimen/Montserrat

Steps for use:
Download the typeface (it will show up as a .ttf file)
Install the type to the user's computer (this will allow it to be used across any program: Word, 
LibreOffice, Inkscape, Adobe that is on the user's machine)
Restart programs
Find the type in program "Font" options under "Montserrat"

- costs for using the Pheedloop event management software for the WMF?
I don’t believe we publicly report this granular level of financial data. 
- WMF staff member and speaker at the Wikimania 2022 Zack Mc Cune; where can his Wikimedia 
Commons films be         downloaded?
His film is still on tour in various film festivals so he has not yet released it on Commons. It will be 
screening at festivals through the end of this calendar year, and when it’s done he will put it on 
Commons. For now you can watch the session on YouTube (and the session recording will be on 
Commons): https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=PASeiBPtYbA&list=PLhV3K_DS5YfJECiWsRS69kx3JKAOeUjR1&index=22 

--
Elena Lappen (she/her)
Lead Movement Communications Specialist
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